
 

Live tourist snaps have turned solo adventures into social
occasions

In the years since selfie sticks went global, it has become clear that the mobile phone has changed the way we travel. The
ubiquity of social media means tourists can now produce content on the move for their networked audiences to view in
close to real time.

If you didn’t post it, did it even happen? Shutterstock

Where once we shared slideshows post trip and saved prints and postcards as keepsakes, we now share holiday images
and selfies from the road, sea or air — expanding the “tourist gaze” from the traveller to include remote audiences back
home.

Read more: #MeTourism: the hidden costs of selfie tourism

Instagram-worthy

Travelling has gone from a solitary quest to a “social occasion”. As such, gazing is becoming inseparably linked with
photography. Taking photos has become habitual, rendering the camera as a way of seeing and experiencing new places.

Travellers take selfies that present both locations and people in aesthetically pleasing and positive ways.

Indeed, the “instagrammability” of a destination is a key motivation for younger people to travel there - even if filters and
mirrors have been used to create a less than realistic image.

This transforms the relationship between travellers and their social networks in three important ways: between tourists and
destination hosts; between fellow tourists; and lastly, between tourists and those that stay home.

The urge to share travel imagery is not without risk. An Australian couple were released from detention in Iran in October,
following their arrest for ostensibly flying a drone without a permit.
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Other tourists earned derision for scrambling to post selfies at Uluru before it was closed to climbers.

Meanwhile, there is a sad story behind the newly popular travelgram destination Rainbow Mountain in the Peruvian Andes.
It has reportedly only recently emerged due to climate change melting its once snowy peaks.

Testing the effects

To understand the way social media photography impacts travelling, we undertook an exploratory study of overnight visitors
at zoological accommodation in lavish surrounds.

“

View this post on Instagram

In the heart of the Peruvian Andes is a mountain like no other. Rainbow
Mountain is a canvas painted by the Earth itself, with each color representing a
different mineral composition. Discovered only 4 years ago, this wonder is
quickly becoming a must see destination in Peru, for those willing to take the
hike! I must say it was one of the most challenging hikes I’ve ever attempted,
mostly due to the altitude, with its peak being at 17,060ft. Rainbow mountain will
take your breath away...literally! Who else has this on their bucket list?? . . . . . . .
#rainbowmountain #travelperu #rainbowmountainperu #travelcusco #perutravel
#perutravels #travelblogger #travelblog #goseetheworld #worldtraveler
#viewfromthetop #hikingadventures #travelholic #traveladdict #traveladdiction
#travelbucketlist #bucketlisttravel #travelling #girlswhotravelsolo
#girlswhotraveltheworld #adventuretravels #adventuretraveler #chasetherainbow
#beautifuldestinations #igtraveller #cuscoperu #peru����
A post shared by ���������� ✈ TRAVEL BLOGGER (@carlagoesabroad) on Nov 21, 2019 at 2:13pm PST

”
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We divided 12 participants into two groups. One group was directed to abstain from posting on social media but were still
able to take photos. The second group had no restrictions on sharing photos. Though the numbers were small, we gathered
qualitative information about engagement and attitudes.

Participants were invited to book at Jamala Wildlife Lodge in Canberra. The visit was funded by the researchers — Jamala
Wildlife Lodge did not sponsor the research and the interviewees’ stay at the Lodge was a standard visit. We then
conducted interviews immediately after their departure from the zoo, critically exploring the full experience of their stay.

“

View this post on Instagram

A glass wall is all that will separate you from tigers in one of our Tiger Jungle
Bungalows! ��  #jamalawildlifelodge #jamalalodge #junglebungalow #cbr
#seeaustralia #visitcanberra #canberrazoo #animalconservation #australia
#luxurytravel #bucketlist #luxuryhotel #luxury #travellerau #LP #TLpicks
#passportbyforbes #instapassport #travel #travelgram #BDTeam #tiger
A post shared by Jamala Wildlife Lodge (@jamalalodge) on Nov 13, 2019 at 3:01pm PST
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The study confirmed that the desire to share travel pictures in close to real time is strongly scripted into the role of the
tourist; altering the way travellers engage with sites they are visiting, but also their sense of urgency to communicate this
with remote audiences.

Pics or it didn’t happen

Participants Mandy and Amy were among those instructed to refrain from posting pictures to social media while at the zoo.
They described having to refrain from social media use as a disappointment, even though it seemed to further their
engagement.

The tension between capturing and experiencing travel is ever-present. Shutterstock

The desire for social media recognition resumed after leaving the zoo. For Michelle, posting after the experience presented
new concerns:

Later, Michelle commented that withholding content from posting to social media also diminished a part of the experience
itself:

”

“ Interviewer: Did you look at your social media throughout your stay or did you refrain?Mandy: A bit yeah. But even

then, probably not reading it as much as I often would. I don’t think I commented on anything yeah.Amy: Even today when
we put something up [after staying at the Zoo] about the things we’d done today and only a few people had liked it, there
was that little bit of disappointment that ‘Oh more people haven’t liked my post.’ Where we didn’t have that for the previous
24 hours [because of the experiment] … because nobody knew about it. ”

“ Interviewer: How did you feel about not being able to post?Michelle: Spanner in the works! For me personally not

being able to post was a negative experience because I wanted to show people what we’re doing, when we’re doing it.And I
also feel, like a couple of people knew we were going to the zoo, right, and knew that we couldn’t use social media. So, when
I eventually post it, they’re going to go, ‘She’s been hanging on to those and now she’s posting them and that’s just a bit
weird.’ Like, to post it after the event. Everyone normally posts it in real time. ”
“ I sort of feel like if we don’t share the photos it’s like a tree fell down in the forest and no one heard it, like, we’ve had

this amazing experience and if I don’t share them, then no one’s going to know that we had this experience, you know, apart

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/couple-boyfriend-girlfriend-riding-small-boat-701068276?src=fd7785ef-8ea7-4ee7-8be6-4ec07ce49111-1-8


Tips garnered from travelgrammers fill lots of online video tutorials.

Centre Stage

Digital photography and social media transform the relationship between the travelling self and its audience, as individuals
have an expanded — and potentially diversified — audience.

Selfies in tourist contexts reflect the tourist gaze back at the tourist, rather than outward.

The perfect digital postcard now incorporates the self centrestage. As one participant suggested:

The purpose of photography has shifted from a memory aid to a way of sharing experience in the moment. There is
tension now between the need to capture tourist experiences for digital sharing and individual engagement in the tourist
activity. Decrying the desire to use photography as a way of communicating experience will not constructively address
this tension.

To ensure tourism sustainability, and engagement with their target market, tourism providers need to explore better ways to
manage travellers’ face-to-face and digital engagement.

Digital engagements have become a defining part of travel, and organisations should be encouraged to promote online
sharing of experiences — phone charging stations and photo competitions were two suggestions offered by our
interviewees.

In contrast, device-free days or activities could be another way to encourage face-to-face engagement and prompt tourists
to be more considered with their online sharing.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative Commons license. Read the original article.

 

from us. ”

“ Shannon: It almost feels like it’s kind of an expected behaviour when you are doing something touristy … We’ve

actually had tour guides before … kind of a bit disappointed if you don’t take a photograph. ”
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